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Abstract:    The recent history of science has witnessed many shifts of paradigms. One of the major chang-
es has been observed in the shift of spirituality, transforming from a traditional faith-based notion to 
a more secular or postmodern one. These changes are confusing for many modern people as they are not 
able to follow these rapid developments. This article is an attempt at providing a conceptual framework 
to understand the changes that the notion of spirituality has undergone using the concept of self-tran-
scendence and its two major dimensions: vertical and horizontal. This model will serve to evaluate differ-
ent ways of defining spirituality in both theology and the social sciences and to indicate the provenience 
of their roots in both disciplines. In conclusion, self-transcendence will be compared with the concept 
of self-actualization.
Keywords:    spirituality, self-transcendence, vertical, horizontal, self-actualization

Both, in our society and in science, we have witnessed many major shifts in per-
spective. These changes can be traced all through the twentieth century until the 
present day. One of the most dynamic transformations has taken place in our un-
derstanding of spirituality. Although its origins are clearly religious in the Chris-
tian-Western-Catholic milieu, today, the notion of spirituality has crossed all former 
boundaries and has become nearly all-inclusive, thus compelling it to become vague 
and unreliable.

The classical, religion based notion of spirituality, which can be called a “hard 
version,” refers one to a reality that transcends one’s own self and one’s own mate-
rial world. In the modern, “soft versions” of spirituality, relating to a transcendent 
reality is not necessary; it is sometimes even considered politically incorrect. And 
yet the human capacity to self-transcend, generally meaning a conscious experience 
of going beyond oneself toward what one perceives as something of ultimate value, 
seems to be one of the major characteristics of the human being.

Indeed, contemporary research in humanities and social sciences shows that 
people who see themselves related to something greater than the self often feel hap-
pier and have a deeper sense of purpose in their lives. Generally speaking, we can 
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say that the human spirit is the underlying dynamism of human self-transcendence, 
which intentionally directs itself naturally to what can be known and loved. This 
spirit is not designed to be enclosed in itself, but to go out into the world and to reach 
out to other persons.1

1. The Conceptualization of Self-Transcendence

To better understand what has happen with the contemporary notion of spirituality, 
we can use the concept of self-transcendence developed by Karol Wojtyła. In his 
most important philosophical work, The Acting Person, Wojtyła introduces self-tran-
scendence as the essential expression of our spirituality, which he links to two other 
concepts: self-determination and conscience. Through self-transcendence, we expe-
rience a spiritual dynamism, which, by its nature is immaterial and we discover that 
we are capable of transcending both our psychic constitution as well as the limita-
tions of our body. As a consequence, spirituality is the integrating principle of our 
lives and cannot be reduced to psychic or organic processes.2

Wojtyła’s most original contribution in this context is to present two different 
dimensions of self-transcendence: horizontal and vertical. He sees vertical self-tran-
scendence as that of the person who has chosen to confront their own existence with 
a point of reference that is to be found beyond their personal human limitations 
such as an entirely free and intentionally chosen self-dependence on the truth or 
God. Horizontal self-transcendence is an intentional act such as directing ourselves 
toward other persons or objects.3 Both forms of self-transcendence put together de-
fine spirituality in a very interesting way that will allow us to understand the shift in 
the notion of spirituality that has taken place recently. We propose to name the verti-
cal self-transcendence “ontological” and the horizontal “moral” or “ethical” transcen-
dence. This is a slight modification of Wojtyła’s original thought, but it gives a clearer 
distinction of these two variants of self-transcendence.

When we conceive spirituality as reaching out to something beyond the human 
person, it becomes a very useful, two-dimensional concept. From a religious per-
spective, ontological self-transcendence means reaching out to God and searching to 
enter and sustain the relationship with God or, in more Christian terms, with the Holy 
Spirit. This dimension has in fact disappeared along the way through secularizing 
the concept of spirituality in modern social sciences. The ontological self-transcen-
dence or, more precisely, the ontological dimension of self-transcendence, refers to 

1 Helminiak, “Confounding the Divine,” 171.
2 Wojtyła, The Acting Person, 170.
3 Wojtyła, The Acting Person, 160.
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the understanding of a spirituality that is sometimes called “substantial” meaning 
that it acknowledges the existence of supernatural reality.4

The ethical dimension of self-transcendence refers to the human capacity of 
reaching beyond oneself, through selflessness, and intentional sacrifice, thus over-
coming one’s weakness and egoist tendencies. For example, as humans, we can 
transcend our physiological constitution by continuing to write while living with 
persistent back pain; we are also capable of overcoming mental constrains such as de-
pression, thus overcoming both our material and immaterial functioning.5 This can 
be exemplified by: acts of love, protection of human dignity and respect for human 
rights and freedom.6

To some extent, this dimension of self-transcendence can be related to the con-
cept of “functional” spirituality, indicating the purpose that spirituality serves and 
not so much its nature.7 Certainly, both dimensions of self-transcendence are essen-
tial from a faith-based perspective. From a secular perspective, spirituality is seen 
from a more pragmatic vantage point where the horizontal/ethical aspect is more 
valued than any ontological motivation.8

In contemporary society, there is a strong tendency to self-realize or self-actu-
alize, which opens the door to an entirely subjective understanding of spirituality 
without any reference to the concept of self-transcendence, not even to its horizontal 
dimension. Although so highly praised nowadays, self-awareness, as an important el-
ement of being human, may easily impair our capacity for self-transcendence which, 
according to Wojtyła, is crucial for one’s self-fulfillment.9 For Frankl, self-actualiza-
tion is a by-product of self-transcendence.10 Let us now characterize the vertical and 
horizontal forms of self-transcendence.

2. Vertical or Ontological Self-Transcendence

In theological terms self-transcendence is activated by the power of the Source of 
Being, where the finite being is drawn to God and invited to a deep relationship with 
Him. However, the power of self-transcendence does not originate in the human 
being. Its roots and its destination are Divine.11 We will distinguish two aspects 

4 Jastrzębski, “Concepts of Spirituality,” 99.
5 Krąpiec, Człowiek jako osoba, 12–13.
6 Krąpiec, Ja – człowiek, 384.
7 Krąpiec, Ja – człowiek, 100.
8 Jastrzębski, “The Normative Aspect,” 97.
9 Wojtyła, Person and Community, 233–234.
10 Jastrzębski, Homo theomorphicus, 211.
11 Rahner, “Christology,” 164–165.
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of the vertical self-transcendence: imago Dei and theosis; the first being a point of 
arrival or a goal and the second the process that leads to the accomplishment of 
the former.

2.1. Imago Dei

The concept of self-transcendence can be related to a core topic in theological an-
thropology which is the doctrine of the imago Dei. With its roots in Genesis 1:26-27, 
it states that the human being has been created in the image of God. According to one 
of the interpretations of this text, called functional, being God’s image is related to 
the mission of stewarding the world. These ideas from the Bible and early Christian 
theology were researched by many prominent theologians such as Karl Rahner, Paul 
Tillich, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Karl Barth, Hans Urs von Balthasar, and Jürgen Molt-
mann.12 We will focus our attention here on Pannenberg’s thought.

According to Wolfhart Pannenberg, the functional interpretation of God’s 
image pertains to a more general theological topic of our mission in the universe.13 
This mission is the fundamental dynamism of our being. We are called to go beyond 
what we are.14 The works of early Church Fathers pointed to the dynamic dimen-
sions of the human being. Also, they argued about the distinction between image 
and likeness. Being God’s image is understood as stemming directly from Creation 
and is expressed in rather static terms. On the other hand, likeness is presented 
as a dynamic process in which we are invited to progress and perfect ourselves in 
reference to God’s image. This is the call for self-transcendence15. Its motivation is 
clearly divine.

We can understand being God’s image as the design and likeness being the desti-
ny (something to be attained) of every human being. Pannenberg tends to point to-
wards the future and interpret the imago Dei as one’s destiny (Bestimmung) or goal.16 
His interpretation is eschatological: the fullness of creation in God’s image remains 
located in the future, connected with the second coming of Jesus Christ, when Chris-
tians believe they will be sanctified at the end of time. According to Pannenberg, 
in order to reach the goal to which Christians are destined, individuals have to be 
raised above themselves, to be lifted above what they already are,17 and in this sense 
self-transcendence is a constant process that can be called deification.

12 Ladaria, Antropologia teologica, 147; Robinson, Understanding the ‘Imago Dei.’
13 Wong, “Image of God,” 59.
14 Van Huyssteen, Alone in the World?, 141.
15 Colagè, “The Human Being,” 1007.
16 Shults, “Theology, Science, and Relationality,” 816; Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 180–181.
17 Wong, “Image of God,” 51.
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2.2. Theosis

In Eastern Christianity, the process of deification (Greek: theosis, theopoiesis; Latin: 
deificatio) describes, a new state of the human person transformed by the Holy Spirit. 
This process leads the human person to come as closely as possible to illustrating 
the likeness to God (Greek: homoiosis theo) in their life. It does not mean that we 
become God, but that through God’s grace, we participate as fully as possible in God’s 
nature.18 From the vantage point of faith, this is the highest point of human self-tran-
scendence.

God’s image (eikon) is the dynamic foundation of self-transcendence as its point 
of arrival and the process of deification is its accomplishment over time. Thanks to 
the transforming presence of the Holy Spirit, the human person can progressively 
assimilate the blessed life of God and becomes God-like, which is also God’s desire 
for the whole humanity.19

Deification is not a gift added to our nature. It is, however, an important element 
of transformed human nature, where it reflects its original model, having become 
a full image of the Triune God. Deification is an act of self-transcendence and trans-
formation through which the human person not only surrenders to the redemptive 
work of Christ, but is actively involved in the discovery of their true destiny.20 In 
the Christian tradition, one speaks about the natural longing (desiderium naturale) 
for God that can only be fulfilled through God’s grace. Ultimately, vertical self-tran-
scendence can be called “the fullest humanization of the human being.”21

Deification or vertical self-transcendence is realized through the sacraments, 
where the baptized person dies with Christ in order to be born into his resurrected 
life. Through baptism, Christians receive their new existence, through confirmation 
the gift of the Spirit, and through the Eucharist the very life of God. Deification is 
caused by the power of the Holy Spirit through the sacraments of the Church and 
is demonstrated in the life of a believer through spiritual practices such as prayer, 
fasting, and almsgiving.22

3. Between Vertical and Horizontal Self-Transcendence

It has to be noted that from the vantage point of faith, both dimensions of self-tran-
scendence are interrelated. Only in the modern secular understanding of spiritual-

18 Jastrzębski, “Homo deificatus,” 7.
19 Jastrzębski, Homo theomorphicus, 198.
20 Robinson, Understanding the ‘Imago Dei,’ 57.
21 Schönborn, From Death to Life, 56.
22 Congar, “Człowiek i przebóstwienie,” 845.
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ity, the horizontal self-transcendence can be seen in isolation, both with or with-
out an explicit reference to Transcendence that at times is not associated with God. 
Nonetheless, there is one dimension of self-transcendence that can be seen as a me-
diator between both vertical and horizontal transcendence: our conscience.

As humans, we are interiorly compelled to look for truth, which affirms our tran-
scendent nature. Through our minds, we come to an in-depth knowledge of the truth, 
although this truth does not need to be religiously impregnated. It is clear that for 
believers, this truth is God, but for secular social sciences, it is some kind of external 
instance that helps us judge our actions ethically. Self-transcendence in this context 
reveals itself in the cognitive effort of the human mind directed towards the truth. 
The human mind subordinates naturally to truth, because, metaphorically speaking, 
the truth is its light. In the human conscience, the dependency of mind on truth is 
revealed. This is another dimension of self-transcendence that is both vertical and 
horizontal. Vertical, because it transcends the individual human mind, horizontal, 
because it does not assume any supernatural reality.23

In human nature we discover two inexplicable phenomena: awareness and re-
sponsibility. Both of them can be experienced as the voice of conscience, of a clear, 
moral self-evaluation. This moral intuition can err, but it does not change the fact 
that we perceive it. When we enter into dialogue with our conscience, we discover 
the existence of a Superior Power, or experience transcendence.24

4. Horizontal or Ethical Self-Transcendence

The horizontal dimension of self-transcendence can be found in many modern defi-
nitions of spirituality that originate in both religious and secular context and thus are 
a natural bridge between these different ways of understanding spirituality.

4.1. Horizontal Self-Transcendence from a Religious Perspective

Some theologians attempt to define spirituality in terms of horizontal self-transcen-
dence in order to create a context for dialog with social sciences. For instance, David 
Perrin says that “spirituality, as an innate human characteristic, involves the capacity 
for self-transcendence: being meaningfully involved in, and personally committed 
to, the world beyond an individual’s personal boundaries.”25 Christian mystics often 
name the transcendent values towards which the movement of self-transcending 

23 Wojtyła, The Acting Person, 159.
24 Frankl, Man’s Search, 64.
25 Perrin, Studying Christian Spirituality, 20.
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may direct itself such as justice, love, reconciliation, and peace. In fact, such values 
are shared by many religious traditions and also by people that describe themselves 
as spiritual but non-religious. The major difference from the Christian perspective is 
that the foundation of self-transcending energy in the human being is the transform-
ing power of the Holy Spirit.26

Sandra Schneiders relates her understanding of spirituality to self-transcendence 
as a conscious experience of going beyond oneself toward what one perceives as 
something of ultimate value.27 Since here, we have no reference to any supernatural 
reality, such understanding of spirituality can be accepted by many social scientists.

Bernard Lonergan defines self-transcendence as an authentic existence. Having 
an authentic existence means having reached one’s full human potential, including 
these four dimensions of spirituality: being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and re-
sponsible. These constitute the transcendental and formal principles of development 
involved in the structure of our existence and, as such, can lead to self-transcen-
dence becoming a normative principle.28 This kind of presentation of spirituality or 
self-transcendence remains very close to their secular counterparts.

4.2. Horizontal Self-Transcendence from a Non-Religious Perspective

Horizontal or ethical self-transcendence has become an essential part of existential 
thought. It took the form of the authentic self; i.e., being independent from social and 
political frames such as totalitarianism and conformism which take away our dignity 
and freedom29. Authentic being in this regard signifies a life faithful to one’s chosen 
values. We can self-transcend and become a better and unique person, which again 
indicates that self-transcendence has an ethical character.

Self-transcendence can also be seen in the human capacity to act against the con-
straints of one’s body and psyche. Many times, we discover that we are capable of 
transcending both our psyche and body.30 It can be attained and revealed through 
self-mastery, but also through employing self-realization. To be human is to be open 
to the world and not closed within one’s own subjectivity. Self-awareness may be 
expressed by turning towards oneself, but the capacity for self-transcendence proves 
the ontological inclination of the human person to move outside of themselves, to-
wards reality. In this way, self-fulfillment remains closely associated with self-tran-
scendence,31 which cannot be grasped without linking it to the structures of the per-
son, those of self-governance and self-possession. Only against the background of 

26 Perrin, Studying Christian Spirituality, 133–134.
27 Schneiders, “Spirituality in the Academy,” 684.
28 Lonergan, Insight, 53.
29 Van Deurzen, Everyday Mysteries, 343.
30 Wojtyła, The Acting Person, 170.
31 Wojtyła, Person and Community, 233–234.
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these structures can we appropriately interpret the dynamism of self-determination 
where self-transcendence has its roots.32

Along the same lines, Victor Frankl states that we only begin to show our ability 
to self-transcend, when we take control over the psychophysical (body and psyche). 
Only in this context can we completely manifest who we can be, because our dignity 
is inseparably connected with our spiritual or noogenic dimension. Frankl states that 
sickness cannot decrease our very existence, yet, it can “cover it up.” Since the spiri-
tual person or the very core of our being has to use their organism to communicate 
with the world, their handicap will result in a certain inertia that will create a new 
context for self-transcendence. As humans capable of self-transcendence, we always 
remain open to a world filled with other persons who we can meet and new mean-
ings that we can fulfill.33

According to Frankl, to self-transcend means to be directed towards something 
or someone through work, a loving relationship or mission, to which we intention-
ally sacrifice ourselves. Outside of ourselves, we discover the world of values, and by 
realizing their potential, we perform acts of self-transcendence. Frankl definitely dis-
tinguishes acts of self-transcendence, which focus the self on objective values, from 
the process of self-actualization, which is guided more by the principle of pleasure 
associated with actualizing our potentialities. He points out that self-actualization 
should be only a side effect of self-transcendence.34 This is an important point for 
understanding and evaluating the modern concepts of spirituality presented in so-
cial sciences.

Conclusion: Self-Actualization Versus Self-Transcendence

It is obvious that in our contemporary culture there is a tension between the secular 
and religious dimensions of human life, which is demonstrated clearly in varying 
notions of spirituality. Analyzing the concept of self-transcendence helps us to un-
derstand it more systematically. The common point of interest for both secular hu-
manism and religion can be ethical self-transcendence. It can be a platform of dialog 
for both.

Apart from the tension between religious and humanist spirituality exemplified 
on vertical and horizontal dimension of self-transcendence, there is also another 
one: between ethical self-transcendence and self-actualization. This is well-illustrat-
ed in various psychological arguments between existential and humanist schools. In 

32 Wojtyła, The Acting Person, 159.
33 Frankl, The Will to Meaning, 113.
34 Jastrzębski, Homo theomorphicus, 211.
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both cases, one underlines a desire to make the most of their lives. On the one hand, 
people seek to realize all their potential and accumulate experience, on the other, 
some understand that a greater sense of who they are does not come from the dyna-
mism of self-actualization promoted by our society, but rather from their innermost 
motivation, their desire to seek and fulfill the purpose of life. This purpose does not 
seem to be self-actualization, but rather transcending, reaching beyond ourselves in 
order to achieve discovered objective goals and values.

For existential psychotherapy, self-transcendence is the very essence of being 
human. As humans, we are capable of defying biological, psychic and social de-
terminisms. We can act contrary to our impulsive tendencies as well as go beyond 
the boundaries of our pathological and social conditions. It is this phenomenon of 
freedom which is the essence of spirituality discernable as self-transcendence. In any 
concrete existential situation, we are able to appeal simultaneously to our freedom 
and to our sense of responsibility.35 Unlike motivation based on meeting needs, mo-
tivation associated with the search for meaning through the choice of values is char-
acterized by attraction rather than compulsion.

We can define ourselves by reference to the objective world of values and mean-
ing. Self-transcendence emerges from the convergence of “transcendence” and “spir-
it” as a human capacity to rise above the necessities of nature. Even if we do not reach 
the summit of our human potentials, we always remain essentially able of transcend-
ing natural necessity, which defies strict determinism. There will always be challeng-
es that go beyond our human abilities, yet we regularly exceed our limits by making 
appropriate use of our freedom.36

The dynamism of self-transcendence ultimately decides the outcome of the situ-
ations we encounter in life. Speaking from a more existential perspective, we are able 
to face the task of adopting fate and integrating it into our own destiny. We do not 
need to get lost in any life situation so long as we can establish a distance (self-tran-
scendence) between ourselves and this particular situation, which enables us to take 
the appropriate attitude towards it: to agree to it or oppose it. Thanks to this self-dis-
tancing capacity, freedom can be reinforced in us, and only thanks to this freedom 
can we make decisions against natural inclination or the atrocity of a situation.37

According to Frankl, we can actualize our capacity of self-transcendence by 
creating something new, or contributing something positive to this world, by ex-
periencing goodness, truth, or the beauty coming from nature or from culture, and 
by encountering someone and offering this person our love. However, the highest 
manifestation of ethical self-transcendence may be realized by those deprived of 
these opportunities. Through their attitudes, they are able to transcend themselves 

35 Frankl, Homo patiens, 206.
36 Frankl, Homo patiens, 241.
37 Jastrzębski, Homo theomorphicus, 123.
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and transform their suffering into achievement, even if it means transforming their 
suffering into an act of heroism, probably the highest level of self-transcendence or 
spirituality attainable.38

In the modern most functional and soft definitions of spirituality, there is no 
room for self-transcendence, not even for its ethical dimension. The soft functional 
definitions are purely pragmatic in nature such as understanding spirituality as sim-
ply being at peace with oneself. Sometimes it refers to an ideology or a lifestyle. It can 
also include inner strength, inner harmony, well-being or contentment, gratefulness 
and life satisfaction, as well as low levels of conflict in life. Such a way of under-
standing spirituality is very difficult to distinguish from the description of mental 
well-being.39 The humanistic trends towards self-actualization were criticized from 
the religious grounds and defined as a “selfist” psychology or culture, with its hostil-
ity towards discipline, obedience, and deferment of gratification,40 egoistic attitudes, 
and, in our terms, impairment of self-transcendence.

More existentially inclined thinkers see a great potential in promoting the con-
cept of self-transcendence related to spirituality:

Spiritual development is the process of growing the intrinsic human capacity for self-tran-
scendence, in which the self is embedded in something greater than the self, including 
the sacred. It is the developmental “engine” that propels the search for connectedness, 
meaning, purpose and contribution. It is shaped both within and outside of religious tra-
ditions, beliefs and practices.41

Self-transcendence understood as an integrating force of the human life, can re-
direct modern people toward chosen values, tradition, and life’s purpose. In the con-
temporary world, the major threat to self-transcendence is the process of dehuman-
ization, which causes the loss of the human self because of excessive individualism 
that in turn leads to alienation and despair. Promoting the idea of self-transcendence 
could become an antidote to the “empty or false self ” emerging in the context of 
postmodern society as an illusion of egocentric human desires.42 Unfortunately, for 
many people, this false self is and remains the basis of life and they are not able 
to achieve their most profound desires and find the meaning of life. In this con-
text, promoting the idea of self-transcendence can be very helpful, even crucial for 
the well-being of our contemporary society, because it has capacity to lead to an un-
derstanding of spirituality in social sciences that is not totally divorced (or at odds) 
from its religious roots.

38 Frankl, The Will to Meaning, 60.
39 Jastrzębski, “The Challenging Task,” 11–12.
40 See: Vitz, Psychology as Religion, 62.
41 Benson – Roehlkepartain – Rude, “Spiritual Development,” 205–206.
42 Ryan, Four Steps to Spiritual Freedom, 19.
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